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Welcome to the Third edition of the Our Lady & St John Teaching and Learning Newsletter. The purpose of this
newsletter is to share excellent practice across the school. It is also an opportunity to gain ideas and inspiration
from colleagues, as well as books, apps, Twitter feeds, displays and other resources.

Resource of the Month- give it a try!

Podcast of the monthCould listen
to on a
Christmas
walk
The Love to Teach Podcast by Kate
Jones. What to look out for…Episode
10 - Retrieval Practice: The basics.

Book of the Month
We
have a
copy in
school

Some Departments have recently been given a GAOMON tablet to use. These
can be used to annotate or give live feedback directly onto the screen during a
lesson. Also useful for live lessons to show students how to work something or
point to something when students are not directly in the classroom.
If you would like to see more ways you can use the Tablet, follow the link
below https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqtekkcOBnI

Upcoming CPD events
Whole school Twilight 7th January 20201 Culture and
Climate
Whole school Twilight 14Th January 2021 Retrieval
practice and Accelerated reading
CPD library opening in January 2020. Any book
recommendations please email!

There is a significant problem in our
schools: too many boys are
struggling. The list of things to
concern teachers is long.
Disappointing academic results, a
lack of interest in studying, higher
exclusion rates, increasing mental
health issues, sexist attitudes, an
inability to express emotions....
Traditional ideas about masculinity
are having a negative impact, not
only on males, but females too. In
this book, Matt Pinkett and Mark
Roberts argue that schools must
rethink their efforts to get boys
back on track. (Also, a Podcast of
the same name)

Actions from Twilight
•

All staff to continue to read ‘Holes’ during DEAR time.
• Form teachers to continue to give time for silent reading
of student’s library books at least once a week. Please
Email
• Use reading strategies shared at twilight found on TDrive. T&L Folder 2020
•

